Abstract. 2014 Dielectric properties of 1-cyanoadamantane C10H15CN are analysed in a very wide frequency band Hz) between 200 K and 400 K. Dynamical relaxation effects are studied in relation to the structure of the plastic phase. The temperature variations of both single and correlated molecular motions are investigated. The results we obtain for the single molecular motions agree exactly with the corresponding ones deduced from N.M.R. The experimental Kirkwood correlation g factor indicates an anti-parallel local order in all the plastic phase of cyanoadamantane. 1 . Introduction. - An extensive and comparative study of substituted adamantanes has been undertaken for some years in order to relate some macroscopic (heat capacity, phase transitions) or microscopic (crystallographic structure, molecular dynamics) physical properties to the intramolecular forces, Van [24] and 13C chemical shifts [25] have shown that this substitution does not change the rest of the molecule whose symmetry is then C3v.
X-ray scattering has enabled vs to obtain the crystallographic structure of the room temperature plastic phase. It was resolved in two different ways. The first was based on a Frenkel model [1] whilst the second used cubic harmonic analysis [2] . The lattice is f.c.c., space group Fm3m with four molecules in the unit cell and with parameter a = 9.81 A at room temperature. The determination of the molecular equilibrium positions [1] together with the maxima of the orientational probability density [2] , unambi- Fig. 1 This relation corresponds to a macroscopic distribution [22] symmetrical with respect to In z (z = :
The half width at half maximum (thwhm) of this macroscopic distribution function can be obtained from an expansion of equation (4 [8] has shown that the frequency corresponding to this deformation (4.5 THz) is much too high to be accounted for in our dielectric analysis. Therefore we have assumed that the molecule is rigid and we have calculated C(t) with the method using group theory described by Williams and Cook [9] .
In most plastic crystals free isotropic rotation is impossible on account of the intermolecular distances. This is the case in cyanoadamantane where there is steric hindrance between first and even second neighbouring molecules (Fig. 2) .
In In a recent paper [5] it was shown that the dynamical dielectric properties of a highly concentrated mixture are well described by B6ttcher's formula [10] :
Where e* and E Xp are respectively the complex permittivity of the single crystal and of the homogeneous The experimental accuracy being 3 %, (17) shows that the complex permittivity for the single crystal is known with 4 % relative precision.
The powder sample was put in an electrically open coaxial cell [19] . Its active capacitance was that of a cylindrical capacitor located at the extremity of the coaxial line (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [19] (22) and (23) . The dashed and the dotted dashed lines correspond respectively to our present results (Eq. (24)) and to the N.M.R.
analysis [11] for the single molecular correlation time 'tC3.
Bordewijk [20] has shown that the relation of Kirkwood-Frohlich established The experimental g Kirkwood factor is always quite a bit less than 1 (Fig. 5) (Table I) . Then one can say that the relative width w(a) (Table I) describes qualitatively well the importance of the correlations. Thus, as was easily foreseeable, we have pointed out the fact that in cyanoadamantane the difference between single and correlated molecular motions increases with decreasing temperature.
We call im the correlation time corresponding to the maximum value of the microscopic distribution function h(In i). This microscopic correlation time which takes the correlations explicitly into account can be easily deduced from the « critical » frequency :
The single molecular correlation time 'tC3 can be deduced from equations (14) and (15) We have reanalysed [11] the N.M.R. experiments with a detailed jump model which takes into account the two coupled motions and the equilibrium positions. In this jump model we used the same dipole correlation function C(t ) as in this paper (15) to describe the motions of the cyano group. In figure 4 T., has been measured and its value differs from 'tC3 more and more as the temperature is lowered (Fig. 5) .
The short-range correlations give a microscopic 
